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The energy and photoluminescence spectra of a two-dimensional electron gas in the fractional quantum Hall
regime are studied. The single-particle properties of reversed-spin quasielectrons (QER’s! as well as the
pseudopotentials of their interaction with one another and with Laughlin quasielectrons~QE’s! and quasiholes
~QH’s! are calculated. Based on the short-range character of the QER–QER and QER–QE repulsion, the
partially unpolarized incompressible states at the filling factorsn5

4
11 and 5

13 are postulated within Haldane’s
hierarchy scheme. To describe photoluminescence, the family of boundh(QER)n states of a valence holeh and
n QER’s are predicted in analogy to the found earlier fractionally charged excitonshQEn . The binding energy
and optical selection rules for both families are compared. ThehQER is found radiative in contrast to the dark
hQE, and theh(QER)2 is found nonradiative in contrast to the brighthQE2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The integer1 and fractional2–4 quantum Hall effects
~IQHE and FQHE! both depend on the finite gapD for
charge excitations that opens in a two-dimensional elec
gas~2DEG! at the specific~integral or fractional! filling fac-
tors n, defined as the number of electronsN divided by the
Landau level~LL ! degeneracyg. At sufficiently low tem-
peratures, this gap makes the system incompressible
among other effects, forbids electric conductance and ca
quantization of Hall resistivity.

It is quite remarkable that the most prominent FQH sta
so-called Laughlin ground states3 that occur atn5(2p
11)21 (p is an integer!, are the only ones that are max
mally spin polarized solely due to the electron-electron
change interaction. At other filling factors, the 2DEG
known5–11 to be at least partially unpolarized unless the Z
man energyEZ is sufficiently large. Only partial polarization
of the FQH states at the filling factors other thann5(2p
11)21 causes transitions12 between incompressible an
compressible or different incompressible phases as a f
tion of EZ , realized in tilted-field experiments.13–16 The fi-
nite excitation gapD of the Laughlin state results from th
finite energies« of its elementary charge excitations, Laug
lin quasielectrons~QE’s! and quasiholes~QH’s!, as well as
from the lack of the particle-hole symmetry between th
that causes a magneto-roton type of dispersion of the QE
interaction with a minimum at a finite wave vectork. Indeed,
the calculated17–22 energy«QE1«QH needed to create a spa
tially separated QE-QH pair necessary for electric curr
agreed reasonably well with the activation energy obtai
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from the temperature dependences of the FQHE atn5(2p
11)21.

Therefore, it was quite surprising when Rezayi23 and
Chakrabortyet al.24 discovered that another low-energy e
citation of the Laughlin state exists, a spin-density wa
which becomes gapless atEZ50. It turns out that it is only
due to a finite Zeeman energy that the spontaneous crea
of spin waves, each consisting of a positively charged Q
and a negatively charged reversed-spin quasielectron (QR),
does not destroy incompressibility of Laughlin states in
experimental 2DEG systems. Although the spin excitatio
of Laughlin states have been extensively studied in the c
text of the real-space spin patterns called skyrmions25,26~par-
ticularly at n51), our knowledge of their interaction with
one another or with other excitations, or their optical pro
erties is not yet complete~especially at fractionaln). In this
paper we address both of these issues.

First, we identify QE, QH, and QER as the three elemen
tary quasiparticles~QP’s! of a Laughlin state and determin
their mutual interaction pseudopotentialsV(R), defined20 as
the dependence of the pair interaction energyV on the rela-
tive pair angular momentumR. For example, the QER-QER
pseudopotential is found to be very different from t
QE-QE pseudopotential at short range, which is the rea
for incompressibility of a partially polarizedn5 4

11 state at
low EZ ~in contrast to the compressible27 fully polarized state
at the samen). A partially polarizedn5 4

11 state has been
also recently proposed by Park and Jain28 within a composite
fermion29–31~CF! model. However, their interpretation of th
n5 4

11 as a mixed state of CF’s with two and four attach
vortices~fluxes! is not very accurate in a sense that the tw
©2001 The American Physical Society18-1
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additional vortices~fluxes! attached to each spin-reversed C
are not vortices of the many-body wave function expres
in terms of the same coordinates~fluxes of the same effective
magnetic field! as the original two attached to each electr
~to form CF’s!. The correct interpretation necessarily i
volves reapplication of the CF transformation to some of
original CF’s~those in a partially filled reversed-spin LL!, in
analogy to the CF hierarchy proposed by Sitkoet al.32,33and
essentially equivalent27 to Haldane’s hierarchy.17 Let us
stress that it is the short range of the QER-QER repulsion
shown here that justifies application of Haldane hierarchy
QER’s ~or, equivalently, spin-reversed CF’s!.

Second, in analogy to the fractionally charg
excitons34,35 ~FCX’s! consisting of a number of QE’s of
spin-polarized 2DEG bound to a valence-band holeh, we
discuss the possible formation and radiative recombina
of similar complexes denoted as FCXR’s and containing one
or more QER’s bound to a hole. We find that different optic
selection rules for FCX’s and FCXR’s could allow optical
detection of QER’s in the 2DEG without need for direct po
larization measurement.

II. MODEL

The properties of spin-reversed quasielectrons (QER) are
studied by exact numerical diagonalization in an ideal 2D
with zero width and no disorder. The magnetic fieldB is
assumed to be sufficiently large~the cyclotron energy\vc

}B much larger than the interaction energy scalee2/l}AB,
wherel is the magnetic length! that only the lowest LL need
be considered. In order to describe an infinite planar sys
with 2D translational symmetry in a finite-size calculatio
we use Haldane’s spherical geometry17 in which the~finite!
LL degeneracyg52S11 is controlled by the strength 2S of
the magnetic monopole placed in the center of the spher
radiusR. The monopole strength 2S is defined in the units of
flux quantum f05hc/e, so that 4pR2B52Sf0 and R2

5Sl2. The single-particle states on a sphereuS,l ,m& are
called monopole harmonics.17,21,36 They are eigenstates o
length l and projectionm of angular momentum and form
LL’s labeled byn5 l 2S, analogous to those of planar geom
etry. The lowest LL included in the present calculation h
n50 and l 5S, and its orbitals are simply denoted byum&
with umu<S. The electronic spin is included in the model b
adding a quantum numbers denoting the projection of spin
As usual, the Zeeman term is taken asEZ}Bs to avoid an
unphysical spin-orbit coupling resulting forEZ}Bs and for
a heterogeneous~radial! magnetic field on a sphere.

The many-electron interaction Hamiltonian reads

Hee5( cm1s
† cm2s8

† cm3s8cm4s^m1m2uVeeum3m4&, ~1!

where operatorscms
† andcms create and annihilate an ele

tron in the stateums&, the summations go over all orbital an
spin indices, and the two-body interaction matrix eleme
are calculated for the Coulomb potentialVee(r )5e2/r .
HamiltonianHee is diagonalized in the basis ofN-electron
Slater determinants
16531
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um1s1•••mNsN&5cm1s1

†
•••cmNsN

† uvac&, ~2!

where uvac& stands for the vacuum state. While using ba
~2! allows automatic resolution of two good many-bod
quantum numbers, projection of spin (Jz5(s i), and angular
momentum (Lz5(mi), the other two, length of spin~J! and
angular momentum (L), are resolved numerically in the di
agonalization of each appropriate (Jz ,Lz) Hilbert subspace.

In order to describe the reversed-spin fractionally charg
exciton (FCXR) states, a single valence-band holeh is added
to the modelN-electron system. Since, as for FCX’s, th
formation of FCXR states requires weakening of the electro
hole attraction compared to the electron-electron repulsio35

the hole is placed on a parallel plane, separated by a dist
d ~of the order ofl) from the 2DEG. Because the physics
an isolated FCX or FCXR to a good approximation does no
depend on the~possibly complicated! structure of the va-
lence band, the single-hole wave functions are taken
same as for electrons~except for the reversed signs ofm and
s). This means that both inter-LL hole scattering and t
mixing between heavy- and light-hole subbands are igno
The weak electron-hole exchange is also neglected so
the hole spin has no effect on the dynamics of an FCX
FCXR , and the interaction of a hole with the 2DEG is d
scribed by the following spin-conserving term:

Heh5( cm1s
† hm2

† hm3
cm4s^m1m2uVehum3m4& ~3!

in the total HamiltonianH5Hee1Heh . In the above, opera
torshm

† andhm create and annihilate a hole in the orbitalum&
of the valence band, and the electron-hole interaction is
fined by the Coulomb potentialVeh(r )52e2/Ar 21d2. The
exclusion of the hole-hole interaction effects fromH reflects
the fact thatnh!n. Interaction HamiltonianH is diagonal-
ized in the basis of single-particle configurations

um1s1•••mNsN ;mh&5cm1s1

†
•••cmNsN

† hmh

† uvac&, ~4!

and the set of good quantum numbers labeling ma
electron–one-hole eigenstates includesJz andJ of the elec-
trons, hole spinsh ~omitted in our equations!, and the length
(L), and projection (Lz) of angular momentum of the tota
electron-hole system.

The justification for using Haldane’s spherical geome
to model an infinite planar 2DEG~with or without additional
valence holes! relies on the exact mapping between the
bital numbersL andLz and the two good quantum numbe
on a plane~resulting from the 2D translational symmetry!,
angular momentum projectionM and an additional angula
momentum quantum numberK associated with partial de
coupling of the center-of-mass motion of an electron-h
system in a homogeneous magnetic field.37,38 This mapping
guarantees correct description of such symmetry-depen
effects as degeneracies in the energy spectrum or the op
selection rules~associated with conservation ofM andK or
L and Lz in the absorption or emission of a photon!. The
energy values obtained on a sphere generally depend on
surface curvature, that is onR/l5AS. However, for those
8-2
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ENERGY, INTERACTION, AND PHOTOLUMINESCENCE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 165318
energies that describe finite-size objects~such as QER or
FCXR studied here! or their interaction at a finite range~here,
pseudopotential parameters for interaction of QER with other
particles!, the values characteristic of an infinite planar sy
tem can be estimated from the calculation done for su
ciently large 2S andN ~or extrapolation of finite-size data t
the 2S→` limit !.

III. SPIN-REVERSED QUASIELECTRONS: RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

A. Stability and single-particle properties

It is well known that even in the absence of the Zeem
energy gapEZ50, the ground state of the 2DEG in the low
est LL is completely spin-polarized at the precise values
the Laughlin filling factor n5(2p11)21, with p
50,1,2, . . . . There are two types of elementary charg
neutral excitations of Laughlinn5(2p11)21 ground states,
carrying spin S50 or 1, respectively. Their dispersio
curves ~energy as a function of wave vector! ES(k), have
been studied for all combinations ofp and S. While the
formulas for then51 ground state have been evaluat
analytically,39–41 in Fig. 1 we present the exact numeric
results forn5 1

3 obtained from our exact diagonalization
up to N511 electrons on Haldane’s sphere. As an exam
in Fig. 1~a!, we show the entire low-energy spectrum of
N59 system with all spins polarized and with one revers
spin~Hilbert subspaces of total spinJ5 1

2 N2S5 9
2 and 7

2 for
S50 and 1, respectively!, from which the dispersion curve
ES(k) are obtained. The energyE is plotted as a function o
angular momentumL, and 2S53(N21)524 is the strength
of the magnetic monopole inside Haldane’s sphere co
sponding to the LL degeneracyg52S11525 and the
Laughlin filling factorn5(N21)/(g21)5 1

3 ~for the details

FIG. 1. ~a! The energy spectrum~Coulomb energyE versus
angular momentumL) of the system ofN59 electrons on Haldane
sphere at the monopole strength 2S53(N21)524. Black dots and
gray diamonds mark states with the total spinJ5

1
2 N5

9
2 ~maxi-

mum polarization! and J5
1
2 N215

7
2 ~one reversed spin!, respec-

tively. Ground state is the Laughlinn5
1
3 state. Lines connect state

containing one QE-QH (J5
9
2 ) or QER-QH (J5

7
2 ) pair. ~b! The

dispersion curves~excitation energyES5E2E0 versus wave vector
k) for the S50 charge-density wave~QE-QH pair! and theS51
spin-density wave (QER-QH pair! in the Laughlin n5

1
3 ground

state, calculated in the systems ofN<11 electrons on Haldane
sphere.l is the magnetic length.
16531
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of Haldane’s spherical geometry see Refs. 17,21,36!. The
energyE does not include the Zeeman termEZ , which scales
differently than the plotted Coulomb energy with the ma
netic fieldB. The excitation energiesES5E2E0 ~whereE0
is the Laughlin ground state energy! have been calculated fo
the states identified in the finite-size spectra as theS50
charge-density wave and theS51 spin-density wave. Thes
states are marked with dotted lines in Fig. 1~a!. The values of
ES obtained for differentN<11 have been plotted togethe
in Fig. 1~b! as a function of the wave vectork5L/R
5(L/AS)l21. Clearly, using the appropriate units ofl21 for
wave vector ande2/l for excitation energy in Fig. 1~b! re-
sults in the quick convergence of the curves with increas
N, and allows an accurate prediction of the dispersion cur
in an infinite system, as marked with thick lines. The mo
significant features of these curves are~i! the finite gapD0
'0.076e2/l and the magnetoroton minimumk'1.5l21 in
E0(k) and ~ii ! the vanishing ofE1(k) in the k→0 limit ~for
EZ50).

The similar nature of the charge and spin waves in thn
5 1

3 state to those atn51 lies at the heart of the composit
fermion ~CF! picture,29–31 in which these excitations corre
spond to promoting one CF from a completely filled lowe
(n50) spin-↓ CF LL either to the first excited (n51) CF
LL of the same spin (↓) or to the same CF LL (n50) but
with the reversed spin (↑). The three constituent QP’s o
which the charge and spin waves are composed: a hole in
n50 spin-↓ CF LL and particles in then51 spin-↓ and n
50 spin-↑ CF LL’s, are analogous to those in the electr
LL’s from which the charge and spin waves atn51 are built.

Independently of the CF picture, one can define th
types of QP’s~elementary excitations! of the Laughlin n
5 1

3 fluid. They are Laughlin quasiholes~QH’s! and
quasielectrons~QE’s! and Rezayi spin-reversed quasiele
trons (QER). The excitations in Fig. 1 are more complex in
sense that they consist of a~neutral! pair of QH and either
QE (S50) or QER (S51). Each of the QP’s is characte
ized by such single-particle quantities as~fractional! electric
charge (QQH51 1

3 e and QQE5QQER
52 1

3 e), energy«QP,

or degeneracygQP of the single-particle Hilbert space. O
Haldane’s sphere, the degeneracygQP is related to the angu
lar momentuml QP by gQP52l QP11, with l QH5 l QER

5S*
andl QE5S* 11 and 2S* 52S22(N21) being the effective
monopole strength in the CF model.

The energies«QP to create an isolated QP of each type
the Laughlin ground state have been previously estimate
a number of ways. Here, we present our results of ex
diagonalization calculation forN<11 («QE and «QH) and
N<10 («QER

). In Fig. 2~a! we show an example of the nu

merical energy spectrum for the system ofN59 electrons, in
which an isolated QE or QER occurs at 2S53(N21)21
523 in the subspace ofJ5 1

2 N5 9
2 and J5 1

2 N215 7
2 , re-

spectively. Both of these states have been identified in
2~a!. To estimate «QE and «QER

, we use the standard
procedure19–22,27 to take into account the finite-size effec
~the dependence ofl on 2S, Sl25R2), and express the
energiesE of Fig. 2~a! in the units ofe2/l with l appropri-
ate for n5 1

3 , before subtracting from them the Laughl
8-3
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ground state energy of Fig. 1~a!. Plotting the results for dif-
ferent values ofN in Fig. 2~b! as a function ofN21 allows
the extrapolation to an infinite system, with the limiting va
ues of «QE50.0664e2/l and «QER

50.0383e2/l ~with the

difference«QE2«QER
50.0281e2/l in remarkable agreemen

with Rezayi’s original estimate23 based on his numerics fo
N<6). For completeness, we have also plotted the QH
ergies, which extrapolate to«QH50.0185e2/l. Note that to
obtain the so-called ‘‘proper’’ QP energies in a fini

system,19,21,22 «̃QP(N), the termQQP
2 /2R must be added to

each value in Fig. 2~b!. The linear extrapolation of«̃QP(N) to

N21→0 gives «̃QE50.0737e2/l, «̃QER
50.0457e2/l, and

«̃QH50.0258e2/l. The energies of spatially separate
QE-QH and QER-QH pairs~activation energies in transpo

experiments! are hence equal toE0(`)5 «̃QE1 «̃QH

50.0995e2/l andE1(`)5 «̃QER
1 «̃QH50.0715e2/l.

While the QH’s are the only type of QP’s that occur
low-energy states atn,(2p11)21, the QE’s and QER’s are
two competing excitations atn.(2p11)21. As pointed out
by Rezayi23 and Chakrabortyet al.,24 whether QE’s or QER’s
will occur at low energy depends on the relation betwe
their energies including the Zeeman term,«QE and «QER

1EZ . Although it is difficult to accurately estimate the valu
of EZ in an experimental sample because of its depende
on a number of factors~material parameters, well widthw,
density %, magnetic fieldB, etc.!, it seems that both sce
narios with QE’s and QER’s being lowest-energy QP’s ar
possible. For example, using the bulk value for the effect
g* factor in GaAs (dEZ /dB50.03 meV/T) results in the
QER-QE crossing atB518 T, while including the depen

FIG. 2. ~a! The energy spectrum~Coulomb energyE versus
angular momentumL) of the system ofN59 electrons on Haldane
sphere at the monopole strength 2S53(N21)21523. Black dots
and gray diamonds mark states with the total spinJ5

1
2 N5

9
2 ~maxi-

mum polarization! and J5
1
2 N215

7
2 ~one reversed spin!, respec-

tively. Ground state atJ5
7
2 is the reversed-spin quasielectron QER

of the Laughlinn5
1
3 fluid, and the lowest-energy state atJ5

9
2 is

the Laughlin quasielectron QE.~b! The energies« of all three types
of quasiparticles of the Laughlinn5

1
3 ground state~QH, QE, and

QER) calculated in the systems ofN<11 electrons on Haldane
sphere and plotted as a function ofN21. The numbers give the
results of linear extrapolation to an infinite~planar! system.l is the
magnetic length.
16531
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dence ofg* on w andB as described in Ref. 42 makes QER

more stable than QE up toB;100 T.

B. Interaction with other quasiparticles

Once it is established which of the QP’s occur at lo
energy in a particular system~defined by%, w, B, n, etc.!,
their correlations can be understood by studying the app
priate pair interaction pseudopotentials.20,22,33,43The pseudo-
potentialV(R) is defined20 as the dependence of pair inte
action energyV on relative orbital angular momentumR. On
a plane,R for a pair of particlesab is the angular momen
tum associated with the~complex! relative coordinatez5za
2zb . On Haldane’s sphere, the compatible definition ofR
depends on the sign ofQaQb : for a pair of opposite charges
R is the length of total pair angular momentum,L5u la
1 lbu, while for two charges of the same sign,R5 l a1 l b
2L. In all cases,R>0 and largerR corresponds to a large
averageab separation.22,33 Furthermore, only odd values o
R are allowed for indistinguishable (a5b) fermions.

Since the QE-QH and QER-QH pseudopotentials hav
been plotted in Fig. 1 (VQE-QH5E0 and VQER-QH5E1), and
the QE-QE and QH-QH pseudopotentials can be found
example in Ref. 27, we only need to discussVQER-QER

and

VQE-QER
. Two QER’s occur in anN-electron system with a

least two reversed spins (J< 1
2 N22) and at 2S53(N21)

22 ~i.e., atg5g022 whereg0 corresponds to the Laughlin
state!. An example of the energy spectrum is shown in F
3~a! for N58 at 2S519. The lowest-energy states in th
subspaces ofJ5 1

2 N54, 1
2 N2153, and1

2 N2252 are con-
nected with dashed lines and contain a QE-QE, QE-QER ,
and QER-QER pair, respectively. The angular momentaL that
occur in these bands result from addition oflQE and/or lQER

~with l QE5S* 115 7
2 and l QER

5S* 5 5
2 ). For identical fer-

FIG. 3. ~a! The energy spectrum~Coulomb energyE versus
angular momentumL) of the system ofN58 electrons on Haldane
sphere at the monopole strength 2S53(N21)22519. Black dots,
gray diamonds, and open circles mark states with the total spJ
5

1
2 N54 ~maximum polarization!, J5

1
2 N2153 ~one reversed

spin!, and J5
1
2 N2252 ~two reversed spins!, respectively. Lines

connect states containing one QE-QE (J54), QE-QER (J53), or
QER-QER (J52) pair.~b! The pseudopotentials~pair energyV ver-
sus relative angular momentumR) of the QER-QER interaction
calculated in the systems ofN<9 electrons on Haldane sphere.l is
the magnetic length.
8-4
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mions, the addition must be followed by antisymmetrizati
that picks out only odd values ofR for the QE-QE and
QER-QER pairs.

An immediate conclusion from Fig. 3~a! is that the maxi-
mally spin-polarized (J5 1

2 N) system is unstable at the fill
ing factor close but not equal to the Laughlin value ofn
5 1

3 ~the actual spin polarization decreases with decrea
EZ , and J50 for EZ50). This was first pointed out by
Rezayi23 and interpreted in terms of an effective attracti
betweenS51 spin waves; in this paper we prefer to u
charged QP’s as the most elementary excitations and exp
the observed ordering of differentJ bands by the fact tha
«QEÞ«QER

~at EZ50, «QE-«QER
'0.0281e2/l) and the par-

ticular form of involved interaction pseudopotentials~see
further in the text!.

We have calculated the QE-QER and QER-QER pseudopo-
tentials from the energy spectra as that in Fig. 3~a! by con-
verting L into R and subtracting the Laughlin ground sta
energy and the energy of two appropriate QP’s from the t
N-electron energy,VAB(R)5E(L)2E02«A2«B . To mini-
mize the finite-size effects, all subtracted energies are g
in the same units ofe2/l0, wherel05R/AS0 corresponds to
2S053(N21), i.e., to n5 1

3 . The result forVQER-QER
and

N<9 is shown in Fig. 3~b!. Clearly, obtained values o
VQER-QER

(R) still depend onN and, for example, the positiv
sign characteristic of repulsion between equally charged
ticles is only restored in theN21→0 limit with VQER-QER

(1)

of the order of 0.01e2/l ~compare with discussion of th
signs ofVQE-QE andVQH-QH in Ref. 44!. However, it seems
that the monotonic character ofVQER-QER

(R) is independent

of N. More importantly,VQER-QER
is also a superlinear func

tion of L(L11). This implies22,33,43 Laughlin correlations
and incompressibility atnQER

5(2p11)21, in analogy to the
spin-polarized Laughlin states of QE’s or QH’s in Haldan
hierarchy picture.17,27 The most prominent of QER Laughlin
states,nQER

5 1
3 , corresponds to the electronic filling factor o

n5 4
11 and the 75% spin polarization (J5 1

4 N). This state has
been first suggested by Beran and Morf.45 Since thenQE
5 1

3 state is compressible,27 the experimental observation46

of the FQHE atn5 4
11 seems to prove the formation of QER’s

in the n5 1
3 state without need for direct measurement

spin polarization. The expected critical dependence of
excitation gap atn5 4

11 on the Zeeman gapEZ might be
revealed in tilted-field experiments. This dependence will
very different than at some other fractions. For example,
fact that incompressibility atn5 2

5 can be a result of eithe
maximally spin-polarized nQE51 or completely spin-
unpolarized (J50) nQER

51 state gives rise to FQHE at th

filling in both small and largeEZ regime. On the other hand
spin-unpolarized FQHE is not expected in the1

4 ,n, 1
3

range~because spin-reversed QH’s in then5 1
3 state do not

exist!, and then5 2
7 and 4

13 states~corresponding27 to nQH
5 1

3 and 1
5 ) should remain incompressible and compressib

respectively, over a wide range ofEZ .
The QE-QER pseudopotentials were calculated from sim

lar spectra as that ofJ53 in Fig. 3~a!. As another example
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in Fig. 4~a! we show the spectrum forN59, in which only
two values ofJ5 1

2 N5 9
2 and 1

2 N215 7
2 have been included

The lowest energy states in these twoJ subspaces~connected
with dashed lines! contain a QE-QE and QE-QER pair, re-
spectively. Using the same procedure as forVQER-QER

, we

have calculatedVQE-QER
(R). The results forN<10 are pre-

sented in Fig. 4~b!. As for VQER-QER
in Fig. 3~b!, the values of

VQE-QER
(R) calculated in a finite system depend onN. The

values extrapolated to theN21→0 limit are also similar,
with VQE-QER

(0)→0.015e2/l andVQE-QER(1)→0.01e2/l.
Despite finite-size errors, the comparison of the curves

N<10 is sufficient to notice quite different behavior o
VQE-QER

(R) from both VQER-QER
(R) and VQE-QE(R). Two

important features of theVQE-QER
pseudopotential can be es

tablished:~i! the QE-QER repulsion is relatively strong a
R<1 ~short range! and saturates at largerR, and ~ii !
VQE-QER

is superlinear inL(L11) only at 1<R<3, but sub-

linear at 0<R<2 and at largerR. As a consequence, th
short-range criterion22,33,43applied toVQE-QER

yields Laugh-

lin correlations for QE-QER pairs only atm52. The term
‘‘Laughlin correlations’’ used here is generally defined20,22,43

as a tendency to avoid pair states withR smaller than certain
m. At n<m21, these correlations are described by a Jastr
prefactor) i j (xi2yj )

m in the many-body wave function (x
andy are complex QE and QER coordinates, respectively!.

Although it is not clear if QE’s and QER’s could coexist in
the n5 1

3 ‘‘parent’’ state in an experimental system~such
mixed state would be sensitive to the value ofEZ), one can
ask if such two-component QE-QER plasma could also be
incompressible. This question can be answered within
generalized CF model33,47 for all allowed combinations of
Jastrow exponents@mQE-QE,mQER-QER

,mQE-QER
#. In this

model, the reduced~effective! LL degeneracies of QP’s ar
given by gQE* 5gQE2(mQE-QE21)(NQE21)2mQE-QER

NQER

FIG. 4. ~a! The energy spectrum~Coulomb energyE versus
angular momentumL) of the system ofN59 electrons on Haldane
sphere at the monopole strength 2S53(N21)22522. Black dots
and gray diamonds mark states with the total spinJ5

1
2 N5

9
2 ~maxi-

mum polarization! and J5
1
2 N215

7
2 ~one reversed spin!, respec-

tively. Lines connect states containing one QE-QE (J5
9
2 ) or

QE-QER (J5
7
2 ) pair. ~b! The pseudopotentials~pair energyV ver-

sus relative angular momentumR) of the QE-QER interaction cal-
culated in the systems ofN<10 electrons on Haldane sphere.l is
the magnetic length.
8-5
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and gQER
* 5gQER

2(mQER-QER
21)(NQER

21)2mQE-QER
NQE,

and the incompressibility condition isNQP5gQP* for both
QE’s and QER’s. In the above,gQP is the LL degeneracy o
electrons andNQP denotes the number of QP’s of each typ
It turns out that because the three involved QP pseudopo
tials are not generally superlinear inL(L11), only few com-
binations of exponents@mQE-QE,mQER-QER

,mQE-QER
# are al-

lowed, and of those only @1,1,2# satisfies the
incompressibility condition. The hypothetical@1,1,2# state of
the QE-QER fluid corresponds ton5 5

13 and 80% polariza-
tion (J5 3

10 N). Finite realizations of this state on Haldane
sphere occur forN55q14 (q>1) at 2S513q17, and
haveNQE5q andNQER

5q12, which yieldsJ5 3
2 q.

C. Optical properties

Once the single-particle energies« and the two-particle
interaction pseudopotentialsV(R) of all three types of QP’s
have been calculated, let us now turn to their optical prop
ties. The effect of QE’s on the photoluminescence~PL! spec-
trum of the Laughlin fluid has been studied in gre
detail.33,35 The crucial facts are~i! the PL spectrum can b
understood in terms of QE’s and their interaction with o
another and with a valence-band hole~h! only in the ‘‘weak-
coupling regime’’ in which the electron-electron repulsion
sufficiently weak compared to the electron-hole attracti
this is realized in ‘‘asymmetric’’ structures in which the ele
tron and hole layers are separated by a finite distanced ~of
the order ofl). ~ii ! In this regime, a positively chargedh can
bind one or two QE’s to form ‘‘fractionally charged exc
tons’’ ~FCX!, hQE orhQE2. ~iii ! The 2D translational invari-
ance results in orbital selection rules for the radiative reco
bination of FCX’s; it turns out that the only bright states a
hQE* ~an excited state of the darkhQE) andhQE2.

In analogy, we expect that a valence holeh could also
form bound states with one or more QER’s, denoted by
FCXR . However, unlike for FCX’s, the stability of FCXR
complexes should depend on the Zeeman energy, the bin
of more than one QER should be more difficult due to th
stronger QER-QER repulsion, different angular momenta o
QE and QER should result in different optical selection rule
of FCXR , and the possible annihilation of a hole with
reversed-spin electron should cause different polarizatio
FCXR emission. To study the possible binding of FCXR’s we
begin with theh-QER pseudopotential, shown in Fig. 5~a! for
a 7e-h system in which a hole interacts withN57 electrons
and for a few different values ofd/l. The values of 2S
53(N21)21517 and J5 1

2 N215 5
2 are chosen so tha

one QER is present in the Laughlinn5 1
3 state and interacts

with the hole. In the CF picture of this configuration 2S*
52S22(N21)55 so that six CF’s fill completely the low
est CF LL of g* 52S* 11, leaving the seventh CF in th
reversed-spin LL. The filled LL is incompressible, and on
the single reversed-spin CF~i.e., QER) correlates with the
hole. TheVh-QER

is plotted as a function of the pair angul

momentum whose values (6<L<11) result from addition of
l h5S and l QER

5S* . To ensure that exactly one QER is
present in the Laughlin fluid and interacts with the hole at
16531
.
n-

r-

t

;

-

ing

of

n

arbitrary ~small! value of d, a special procedure35 has been
used in which the electric charge of the hole is reduced
e/e!e. Clearly, the decrease ofVh-QER

with a decrease ofL

~averageh-QER separation! indicatesh-QER attraction. The
strength of this attraction, that is the binding energyDhQER

;uVh-QER
( l h2 l QER

)u, depends ond and is similar toDhQE;
compare with Ref. 35. Therefore, in analogy to the QE ca
we expect that boundhQER states will occur in a system
containing free QER’s at the values ofd at whichDhQE and
DhQER

is smaller than the Laughlin gap to create addition

QE-QH pairs~note that since the projectionJz of the total
electron spin is conserved at anyd, neither FCX nor FCXR
couples to virtual QER-QH excitations!.

In order to verify the above hypothesis, we have calc
lated the 7e-h energy spectra with up to one reversed sp
(J5 1

2 N5 7
2 andJ5 1

2 N215 5
2 ). The results ford/l50, 1.5,

and 4 are presented in Fig. 5~bcd!. As expected, thehQER
ground state develops together with the spin-polarizedhQE
state atd larger than aboutl. The energy difference betwee
hQER andhQE states atd/l51.5 is only about 0.007e2/l,
which is small compared to«QE2«QER

. This is becausehQE

FIG. 5. ~a! The pseudopotentials~pair energyV versus pair an-
gular momentumL) of theh-QER interaction calculated in the sys
tem of N57 electrons and one valence hole~h! on Haldane sphere
at the monopole strength 2S53(N21)21517. Different symbols
correspond to different separationsd between the electron and hol
planes.~bcd! The energy spectra~Coulomb energyE versus angular
momentumL) of the same, seven-electron–one-hole system atS
517 at three different values ofd. Black dots and gray diamond
mark states with the total electron spinJ5

1
2 N5

7
2 ~maximum po-

larization! and J5
1
2 N215

5
2 ~one reversed spin!, respectively.

Lines in ~d! connect states containing oneh-QE (J5
7
2 ) or h-QER

(J5
5
2 ) pair. The lowest-energyJ5

7
2 and 5

2 states in~c! are the
fractionally charged excitons,hQE andhQER , respectively.l is
the magnetic length.
8-6
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couples stronger thanhQER to virtual QE-QH pair excita-
tions of the underlying Laughlin state (QE-QER repulsion at
short range is stronger than QE-QE repulsion!. At d much
larger thanl, the lowest energy states in Fig. 5~d! contain
well definedh-QE orh-QER pairs with all possible values o
L. The coupling to the virtual QE-QH excitations is reduce
and theh-QER and h-QE bands are separated by about
single-particle gap«QE-«QER

.

To compare the optical properties ofhQE andhQER , it is
essential to notice that, becausel QER

Þ l QE, also l hQER
5 l h

2 l QER
5N21 is different from l hQE5 l h2 l QE5N22. The

orbital selection rule for radiative recombination of bou
FCX or FCXR states results from the fact that an annihilate
optically active electron-hole pair carries no angu
momentum.35,42,37,38Therefore, the angular momenta of th
initial ~bound! state and a final state in the emission proc
must be equal. On the other hand, it is known34,35 that only
those emission processes with minimum number of QP’s
volved can have significant spatial overlap with an init
~bound! state of small size, and thus significant intensity~os-
cillator strengtht21). Thus,hQE orhQER must both recom-
bine to leave two QH’s in the final state~and no additional
QE-QH or QER-QH pairs!. The allowed angular momenta o
two identical QH’s@in the final, (N21)e system# each with
l QH5 1

2 N areL2QH5N2RQH, whereRQH is an odd integer.
The comparison ofL2QH with l hQE and l hQER

makes it clear

that, in contrast to the darkhQE, thehQER ground state is
radiative. SincehQER is the simplest of all FCXR’s and
bright at the same time, its emission is expected to domin
the PL spectrum of a Laughlin fluid atn. 1

3 , in which free
QER’s are present. The larger FCXR complexes,h(QER)2
andhQERQE are also found in the numerical calculation
d.l ~see Fig. 6!, but being less strongly bound~due to
larger QER-QER and QER–QE repulsion at short range! they
are not expected to form as easily ashQE2 does in a spin-
polarized system. Moreover,h(QER)2 turns out dark, and the
formation of hQERQE requires the presence of both QE
and QER’s in the unperturbed electron system, which furth
limits the contribution of these bound states to the PL sp
trum. Let also add that sincehQER emits by recombination
of a valence hole with1

3 of an electron with reversed spi
(QER in the initial state! and 2

3 of an electron with majority
spin ~two QH’s in the final state!, the emitted photon should
be only partially polarized. This is in contrast to a complete
polarized emission of the bright FCX complexes,hQE* and
hQE2. Therefore, the partially unpolarized emission in t
‘‘weak-coupling’’ regime (d.l) could be an indication of
the presence of QER’s in the electron fluid.

IV. CONCLUSION

Using exact numerical diagonalization, we have stud
the low-energy spin-flip excitations of a 2DEG in the FQ
regime ~at n5 1

3 ), so-called reversed-spin quasielectro
(QER’s!. The pseudopotentialsV(R) describing interaction
of QER’s with one another and with other Laughlin QP
have been calculated. From the form of the QER-QER
pseudopotential it is shown that the Haldane-hierarchyn
16531
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51
3 daughter state of QER’s formed in the parentn5 1

3

Laughlin state of electrons is incompressible. This state c
responds to the total electron filling factor ofn5 4

11 and par-
tial, 75% spin polarization. Because the analogousn5 1

3 hi-
erarchy state of QE’s is known to be compressible, it
claimed that the experimentally observed46 FQHE atn5 4

11

confirms the formation of QER’s and their Laughlin correla-
tions in a 2DEG with low Zeeman splitting. Although th
stability of mixed QE-QER hierarchy states is expected to b
highly sensitive to the Zeeman energyEZ , it is predicted that
an incompressible@1,1,2# state that corresponds ton5 5

13 and
80% spin polarization might form at appropriateEZ . The
interaction of QER’s with a spatially separated valence-ba
hole has also been studied. In analogy to the so-called f
tionally charged exciton~FCX! states hQEn , the spin-
reversed complexes FCXR that involve one or more QER’s
are predicted. Because QE and QER have different angular
momenta, the optical selection rules for FCX and FCXR are
different, and, for example,hQER turns out radiative in con-
trast to the darkhQE, while h(QER)2 is dark in contrast to
the brighthQE2, Therefore, in addition to obvious differenc
in polarization, the emission from FCX and FCXR states is
expected to occur at a different energy and differently
pend on temperature.
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FIG. 6. The energy spectra~Coulomb energyE versus angular
momentumL) of the system ofN57 electrons and one valenc
hole ~h! on Haldane sphere at the monopole strength 2S53(N
21)22516, at the separationsd52l ~a! and 4l ~b! between the
electron and hole planes. Black dots, gray diamonds, and o
circles mark states with the total electron spinJ5

1
2 N5

7
2 ~maxi-

mum polarization!, J5
1
2 N215

5
2 ~one reversed spin!, andJ5

1
2 N

225
3
2 ~two reversed spins!, respectively. The lowest-energyJ

5
7
2 , 5

2 , and 3
2 states in~a! are the fractionally charged excitons

hQE2 , hQERQE, and h(QER)2, respectively. The lowest-energ
band ofJ5

3
2 states marked with lines in~b! contains all possible

states of two QER’s and oneh. l is the magnetic length.
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